
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

KLIFO is looking for a Business Controller for our Glostrup 

office 
 
Are you a talented Business Controller looking for great 
colleagues? 
 

KLIFO has grown significantly over the last years both in 
Denmark and through subsidiaries in Germany, 
Netherlands and Sweden. To support the growth, KLIFO 

is now looking for a dedicated Business Controller, who 
can be a pro-active support for the management 
primarily of the service area Clinical Operation 

Solutions. 
 
The service area is well-established in all countries and 

you will work closely together with management and 
project managers across the organisation.. 
 

The position as Business Controller: 

The position includes many aspects and you thrive just 

as well with daily hands-on work as with analysis on 

future business. You will be sparring on financial topics 

with management, work with project controlling, 

prepare monthly reporting, forecasts, budgets and take 

care of the monthly invoicing in collaboration with 

project managers. 

 

You will report directly to KLIFO’s CFO and you will work 

closely with management of the service areas. Further, 

you will have collaboration with the controllers working 

for the other service areas and with accounting. 

Together with a team of highly skilled finance colleagues 

you will also be involved in development of BI and 

Navision upgrade. 

 

Your primary tasks will be: 

• Acting as a strong business partner to the service 

area management and project managers 

• Controlling and continuously having a financial 

overview of projects and contracts 

• Prepare estimates in collaboration with 

management 

• Prepare Monthly reporting including analysis, 

comments and closing process/invoicing 

• Prepare estimates and budgets 

• Enable decision-making through Analysis, BI, 

presentations and xls models. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Qualifications: 

• You have experience as Business controller 

preferably in a project-based organization 

• A relevant education such as cand. merc or HD 

• You thrive in a growing organization 

• You are able to handle complex information, 

maintaining a financial overview and you 

communicate clearly 

• You are used to work independently, and are a 

dedicated team player who values collaboration 

• You are an experienced strong user of Excel and BI 

and preferable you have experience with Dynamics 

Nav 

• You are fluent in Danish and in English 

 

We offer: 

KLIFO offers you an exciting position in a growing 

company where you will have the opportunity to 

influence decisions and develop your competences in 

collaboration with dedicated colleagues. 

This is your opportunity to work in an interactive, 

flexible and positive working environment with a high 

level of trust, transparency and cooperation across the 

company. 

 
Location: 

KLIFO has offices in both Denmark, Germany, Sweden 
and The Netherlands. This position is located at our 
office in Glostrup, Denmark. 

 
Contact: 
For more information, please contact CFO Jesper 

Lykkeberg, 44 123 263. 
 
Applications should be sent to: 

job@klifo.com marked; “Business Controller”.  
KLIFO processes your application and all related 
personal data exclusively for the specific hiring process. 

Your data is processed as confidential information, cf. 
the current data protection law (GDPR). 
 

Deadline: 27. May 2022. 
We review applications and invite for interviews on an 
ongoing basis. 
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KLIFO is a leading integrated drug development consultancy with significant experience in partnering with biotech and 

pharmaceutical companies to advance their drug development projects. We provide end-to-end expert capabilities, enabling 

our partners to maximise opportunity, mitigate risks, drive innovation and achieve efficient project advancement. KLIFO has 

offices in Denmark, Sweden, Germany and the Netherlands and employs more than 150 highly skilled employees. 

  
Join KLIFO and work together with some of the most experienced colleagues in the life-science industry. We have strengthened 

our competences over many years of dedication to our field of expertise, and we support and learn from each other. This gives 

us a positive, flexible and informal working environment and allows us to grow as individuals and as a company. 

For more information, visit KLIFO.com 
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